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The Foucault Fiasco Plague: 
Frugality, the Gaze, and the 
Return of Postmodernism 

 
Clint Burnham 

 
Thrift, thrift, Horatio! The funeral bak’d meats  
Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables. – Hamlet 
 
Which shore? –  
the sand clings to my lips –  
Which shore?  
Agh, petals maybe. How  
should I know? – William Carlos Williams, “Portrait of a Lady”  

 
Introduction 
 
Michel Foucault’s writings on the plague are well-known, no moreso than over the 
past two years of the COVID-19 pandemic. First, in Discipline and Punish, he 
discusses two forms of the socius, one the pure community and the other the 
disciplined society: whereas with the former, the “leper was caught up in a process 
of rejection, of exile-enclosure”, to be marked, separated, and left in an 
undifferentiated mass, in the latter, plague victims were targeted by “a meticulous 
tactical partitioning”, individual differentiations and segmentation.0F
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Contemporaneously with the 1975 publication of Surveiller et punir, in the 1974-75 
academic year at his Collège de France lectures, Foucault discusses in the 15 
January 1975 lecture, in considerably more detail, the quadrillage or “partitioning and 
control” of plague victims. Foucault goes into some fine-grained matters of how 
municipal powers would surveil plague victims, “a question of individualization,” he 
declares, and “a close and meticulous observation”, for “the plague implies an 
always finer approximation of power to individuals, an ever more constant and 
insistent observation.”1F

2  Three years later, in the lectures on Security, Territory, 
Population, he introduces a third modality to that of exclusion (for the leper) and 
close observation (for the plague victim) the “medical police” of inoculation.2F

3 But 
there is a certain jump cut or shift in Foucault’s thinking that neglects an important 
step in the development of attitudes and practices (or ideology, to use an un-
Foucault term): the specifics around how individuals plague victims were diagnosed. 
Foucault moves too quickly, it seems to me, to what is a keyword or master signifier 
of the third text (population), and skips over precisely how observation takes place. In 
some ways, this may be an example of what Joan Copjec is pointing us to, when, in 
another context, she distinguished between Lacan as a “spendthrift Foucault” (“one 
who wasted a bit too much theoretical energy on such notions as the antithetical 
meanings of words, or repression, or the unconscious”) and the “perceived frugality 
of Foucault”.3F

4 What does it mean to speak of a thrifty Foucault, a frugal or fragile 
Foucault? What is the relation of the Foucault of population, quadrillage, and plague 
to architectural questions, postmodern or parallactic – to, that is, Lacanian forays into 
these same fields – and how do these spatial and aesthetic discourses tie into points 
of articulation between Foucaultian epistemology and Lacanian social links?  

We can begin to answer these questions with a dual track (or parallax) critique 
of a series of cultural objects: a photograph, by Sabine Bitter and Helmut Weber, that 
brings two buildings onto the same picture plane, that I read as an archetypal “return 
of postmodernism”; an installation by Forensic Architecture that investigates a police 
shooting and which I read in terms of the gaze of the courtroom versus the art 
gallery; a video by the CAMP collective that offers Palestinians’ surveilling their former 
homes, discussed as a quasi-Žižekian “fright of real tears” of the dispossessed; and a 
series of prints by Dan Starling of settler-colonial histories that open themselves up to 
misreadings, thereby troubling historicist certainties. Throughout these aesthetic 
case studies central figures in Lacanian theory help us to understand Foucault 
contra (or avec) Lacan: primarily, Joan Copjec in her reading of Freud’s “dream of 
Irma’s Injection” (which I see as an Ur-text for the COVID-19 era), Žižek’s concept of 
parallax architecture (especially as mobilized by Jamil Khader in the Palestinian 
context), and Mladen Dolar on political theory (which also helps us to understand 
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Foucault’s writings on Iran). This essay, then, turns not on the question of mastery or 
theoretical fathers, but instead on Foucault as Unvermögender. 
 
Copjec, Covid, Foucault  
 

 
Fig. 1 Bitter/Weber: Boulevards, Banlieues #3 (Belgrade/Vancouver, 2006) 

 
In Read my Desire, Joan Copjec tells us her argument is that “film theory operated as 
a kind of ‘Foucauldianization’ of Lacanian theory; an early misreading of Lacan 
turned him into a ‘spendthrift’ Foucault: one who wasted a bit too much theoretical 
energy on such notions as the antithetical meaning of words, or repression, or the 
unconscious,” commenting as well on the “frugality of Foucault.”4F

5 I want to take these 
opening remarks on film theory as a “Foucauldianization” of Lacanian theory (but 
also perhaps a Lacanization of Foucault) and spendthrift Foucault/frugal Lacan as a 
way of considering how they help us to think about the status of postmodernism in 
the present (which is to say, late or post-pandemic) era. Some 15 years ago I wrote 
an essay on architecture and Jameson in which I called for (or had noticed) a return 
of postmodernism, and more recently some critics have labelled the present epoch 
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that of the post-postmodern.5F

6 In the essay I discussed a photograph by Sabine 
Bitter/Helmut Weber which brought together two buildings, Vancouver’s Public 
Library and the GENEX or Western Gate building in Belgrade. Restricted as that 
essay was to the limited circuits of art gallery discourse, the reader will, I trust, 
indulge in an extended quotation:  
 

The title of this essay [“The Return of Postmodernism”]6F

7 contains a pun. 
Postmodernism may, indeed, return: but there are also financial or economic 
returns that one can gather from paying attention to that benighted form of 
architecture. These thoughts are occasioned by images of two buildings from 
two very different societies: the GENEX or Western Gate building in Belgrade, 
Serbia, and the Vancouver Public Library in Vancouver, Canada. These 
buildings may indeed fall into that category of the postmodern: first of all, they 
feature visually eclectic styles mashed or collaged together. While the GENEX 
tower is also Brutalist in style, such features as the odd bridge that joins the 
office tower to the residential tower and the keyholes in the sides of one of the 
towers indicate a playfulness not always found in late-modernist architecture. 
And the VPL most obviously quotes the Roman Colosseum, a particularly 
egregious, if not belated, species of West Coast Eurocentrism. And while these 
visual aspects of the buildings are foregrounded in the Bitter/Weber collage, 
we need also to determine some basic principles of postmodernism in 
architecture, such as the causes of this style, and its effects. For this we can 
turn to the canonical pronouncements of Fredric Jameson.  
 
In his book Postmodernism: or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Jameson 
declares that architecture is the primary art form of postmodernism, a cultural 
period which heralds a new form of spatiality as well as subjectivity. 
Postmodernism, for Jameson, is the art that is made in the era of the 
simulacra, of the information age, of the rise of new social movements and the 
globalization of the economic. The rise of cultural or literary theory, the 
fragmentation or disappearance of the monod or subject, the reaction to the 
institutionalization (in the academy, the market, the gallery) of modernism, and 
the rise of consumer society all merged, in the late twentieth century, to create 
a new art. Photography was combined with forms of advertising (lightboxes, 
text) and fiction was relentlessly self-conscious (metafiction); poetry was both 
more erudite (L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E/KSW) and less (spoken word, rap); most 
famously, the boundaries between high and low cultures were supposedly 
demolished forever. A key passage in Jameson’s discussion of architecture 
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lies in his analysis of the Bonaventure Westin Hotel in Los Angeles. His 
argument is that postmodern spaces—embodied in architecture—are a kind 
of hyperspace (drawing from Baudrillard, and before the rise of the internet), 
characterized by, as Sean Homer writes,“depthlessness and lack of distance, 
be that critical distance, metaphysical depth, or the discreteness of political 
and economic levels of late capitalism”.7F

8 The Bonaventure Hotel is, according 
to Jameson, a populist building (unlike high modernism, postmodern texts and 
artefacts are claimed to be not elitist, but popular): both in the sense that it is 
liked, and that it respects the local vernacular (i.e., in the famous words of 
Venturi et. al., learning from Las Vegas; or, in the words of Bitter and Weber, 
learning from La Vega). The glass skin of the building reflects or simulates the 
city around it rather like a traffic cop’s mirror shades; once inside, the building 
turns out to be almost unnavigable: the entrances are wrong, the signage 
(since corrected or modified) is confusing, and, for Jameson, the Bonaventure 
turns out to be a mini-city, not connecting to Los Angeles but replacing it: “to 
this new total space, meanwhile, corresponds a new collective practice, a new 
mode in which individuals move and congregate, something like the practice 
of a new and historically original kind of hypercrowd”.8F

9 
 
Jameson’s account has come under its own critique over the years; but I would like 
to examine this idea of the “hypercrowd” in Jameson’s text, and to determine what it 
means for architecture, and particularly for a resistance to architecture, or an 
invasion of architecture. If Jameson is correct, postmodern architecture is 
fundamentally disorienting, and interpellates a fragmented subject that is no longer 
an individual, but part of a larger massified hypercrowd.  

This notion of architecture as symptom of a postmodern hypercrowd may 
have some resonance with Foucault’s turn, in the 1970s, to conditions of population 
and demographics (but also plague conditions). Thus in his discussion of inoculation 
(alongside town security and scarcity), Foucault goes on to demarcate four 
implications for the study of power: the town as space, the problem of circulation, a 
change in the relation of obedience, and the social body as population.9F

10 However, I 
argue that Copjec’s Foucault, a thrifty Foucault, also helps us to understand her claim 
that while, for Foucault, conscience qua interiorization of the law is superfluous (with 
which Mladen Dolar agrees)10F

11, film theory’s assimilation of Foucault’s theory of the 
panopticon neglects that radical insight.11F

12 Jameson’s hypercrowd, the postmodern 
massified subject, is thus a Foucaultean mass, but one that is not seen (again, I 
choose this verb mindfully) by film theory.12F

13 For Copjec, the end-terminus of film 
theory’s quasi-Foucauldean gaze is that making sense “founds the subject” and the 
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frugality of Foucault is also the fragility of Foucault in that whereas the symbolic 
makes the imaginary unnecessary, symbolic law is a positive production which 
thinks it’s a critique of psychoanalysis, even as law both incites and forbids desire. 
The law must be obeyed but also we can’t desire without it – so Foucault, but also 
the Freud of Totem and Taboo. All of this is to argue slightly differently than Dolar 
(again), for whom Foucault is correct vis-à-vis the imaginary and the symbolic, but 
misses the real. 

Like non-Lacanians’ readings of the mirror stage essay, film theorists’ 
fragile/frugal Foucault has nonetheless been productive, as I argue below in 
discussions of the work of CAMP and Dan Starling. I want to linger with Read my 
Desire, later in which text Copjec discusses Freud’s well-known “Dream of Irma’s 
Injection,” remarking that in Lacan’s reading of the dream, he divides it into two parts, 
first of all, driven by the desire to know, looking down Irma’s throat at white growths; 
then, surrounded by cut-outs for his colleagues, he entertains various theories and 
chemical formulae. This scission of the dream recalls another dream-text and its 
interpretation–or perhaps two of these. First, we have David Lynch’s 2001 film 
Mulholland Drive which, Todd McGowan tells us, is divided into two parts: first that of 
fantasy, then one of desire (with the addendum, he warns us, that it is in fantasy that 
we encounter the Real).13F

14 For it is the first part of the film which fantasizes direct 
access for Diane (Naomi Watts) to her objet petit a, that “little bit of the Real” that is in 
the glamorous Rita (Laura Elena Harring). The second half of the film is then more 
properly “atemporal” (to cite McGowan’s important addition to film theory’s 
vocabulary), chaotic, and lacking causal order.14F

15 These two halves–which, Adorno-
like, do not add up to a whole–or, rather, these two accounts of two halves then help 
us to understand the Covid-19 pandemic as it enters its third year of global disorder. 
Is not the periodization of the pandemic just such a scission into, first, a fantasy in 
which we get access to the Real? What was 2020 but a glimpse of the objet petit a, 
the object-cause of our leftist desire, complete with a pause in capitalism, a massive 
turn to government programs and other desiderata of social democracy? This was 
followed, in the years to come, by a more chaotic period–which continues today– 
marked by desire, first the desire for the vaccine (which only became worse once it 
arrived), the waves of lockdowns and “returns to normal”. And then, go back to 
Freud’s dream, itself an inauguration first, of psychoanalysis, an inauguration that, 
like that of U.S. president Joe Biden, has been subject to repeated challenges, 
storming of the capitol, and so on. But “Irma’s Injection” was also the first dream 
interpretation, an inauguration that was, crucially, self-authorized. For peering down 
Irma’s throat is an exact reversal of our Covid testing routines, which began in late 
2020 with cumbersome submitting to medical professionals in hazmat suits, and 
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now, in 2022, we conduct ourselves, not so much looking down our throats as 
assuming the gaze of the big Other when we swab around our oral orifice and nasal 
passages. This practice of “assuming the gaze of the big Other” turns out to be 
crucial to understanding Foucault. 

We can understand some of this logic if we inquire more deeply into the title of 
Copjec’s book, but only if we remember that, as Lacan remarks in Seminar II, “As 
Gide says in The Counterfeiters, there is nothing more profound than the superficial, 
because there isn’t anything profound.”15F

16 The title is of a piece with Copjec’s 
langorous political references in the volume, for the most part in the essay on “The 
Unvermögender Other” (the German, denoting lack of mastery, or impotence, is from 
Freud’s Dora) from a reading of Reagan as “Teflon President,” to an abbreviated take 
on Bush Sr. speechwriter Peggy Noonan  and even a brief aside on Donald Trump. 
Interestingly, Trump merits an entry in the book’s index but Noonan does not, even if 
her phrase calling for a “kinder and gentler” America is compared by Copjec with de 
Toqueville’s “mild and provident” as epithet. Still leading us on a citation chase, 
Copjec does tell us in a footnote that Noonan was “George Bush’s speechwriter, for 
those who have forgotten her.”16F

17 But what Copjec does not mention is that Noonan 
may also be the origin for her book’s title: I refer to Bush’s speech when he accepted 
the U.S. Republican National Convention’s nomination for presidential candidate in 
August 1988: “The Congress will push me to raise taxes, and I’ll say no, and they’ll 
push, and I’ll say no, and they’ll push again. And I’ll say to them: ‘Read my lips, no 
new taxes’.”17F

18 Noonan/Bush’s phrase draws on the vernacular, suggesting that if 
someone does not believe or understand (cannot hear?) one’s words, they should 
lip-read. Copjec’s détournement of the phrase may be disputed, but only, I suggest, if 
we see her as a literary-deconstructionist, given to using the phrase “read” in its 
degraded, 1980s postmodern sense. Although that is arguably a way in which I am 
reading her title: as a postmodern surface, one we do not have to plumb (or scrape 
our Covid-swab around). 
 
Forensic Architecture 
 
I want to take as my cultural objects to work out this logic three contemporaneous 
exhibitions dealing, roughly, with the panoptic gaze and settler-colonial conditions: 
the Forensic Architecture installation The Killing of Mark Duggan (2020), the CAMP 
work Al Jaar Qabla Al Daar/The Neighbour before the House (2011), and Dan 
Starling’s Unsettled Histories, (2019-21). Forensic Architecture’s installation, which 
includes videos of reconstructions of the police shooting of Mark Duggan, a Black 
British man, in 2011, and hundreds of documents of police and forensic interviews, 
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draws on the group’s consultancy work for Duggan’s family and legal team (popular 
reactions to the police killing led to widespread rioting and civil unrest in Britain in 
the spring and summer of 2011). CAMP, a Mumbai-based collective, installed CCTV 
cameras in East Jerusalem; presented as a single-channel video, the work’s images 
are controlled (zooming and panning), with commentary, by former residents of the 
neighborhood, who have been evicted or otherwise lost domicile rights to Jewish 
settlers. Starling’s series of 40 drypoint etchings begin with a Rembrandt print of the 
crucifixion of Christ, tracing a history around Jerusalem through Roman rule, periods 
of Muslim occupation, the Crusades, and the end of the British mandate, through the 
present day and into imagined futures. But to begin with Forensic Architecture and 
CAMP, in both cases we have an assuming of the gaze of the big Other, the first a 
disavowal of the structures of art world exhibition protocols, and second a critique of 
both the colonial gaze and the concept of the colonial gaze.  

 
Fig. 2. The Killing of Mark Duggan (https://forensic-architecture.org/) 

 

https://forensic-architecture.org/
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The logic of The Killing of Mark Duggan is basically a digital-artworld version of the 
murder board, the assemblage of photographs, text, and connective yarn that is a 
trope (cliché?) of the Hollywood policier. In the standard tele-cinematic narrative, 
photographs of suspects, victims, geographic locations and the like are arranged on 
a bulletin board to purportedly visualize for the detectives a “mind map” of the crime 
and its perpetrators. As the “mind map” metaphor suggests, the imaginary signifier 
embodies a form of unconscious for the popular. Looking at the Forensic 
Architecture project in an art gallery, we have a display case with various documents 
from the group’s investigation of the shooting; a screen showing clips from media 
coverage and community groups; a wall-sized screen which reënacts, with 
computer animation, various plausible scenarios for how Duggan (and another 
officer on the scene) was shot (and, crucially, whether he could have had a gun in 
his hand); and a smaller station with footage of the shooting controlled by a joystick. 
The Forensic Architecture project’s brief, its politico-aesthetic challenge, is, first to 
marshall thousands of documents and images in a way that is both responsible to 
the social-justice orientation of its ideology (that is, to provide a counter-narrative to 
the predatory anti-Black logic of policing in the UK) and legible to a museum goer; 
second, this legibility must somehow accord with a dual responsibility: both to the 
family of Mark Duggan (whose legal team hired FA) and to art world precepts. Key to 
this dilemma or paradox is a statement that appears on the FA website: “We do not 
accept commissions from, or work directly with, militaries or governments.”18F

19 And yet, 
integral to FA’s program is the dissemination of its work in artistic exhibitions, just as 
it carries out the NGO-like work of legal advice and advocacy. In all of these 
instances, FA works indirectly with police, military, and government institutions, 
whether participating in legal processes or presenting its findings as artworks.  

Forensic Architecture’s program, that is, like the two halves of Freud’s dream of 
Irma’s injection, both a matter of “assuming the gaze of the big Other” and 
assembling around the objet petit a with the cut-outs or stand-ins for other 
governmental and carceral agencies. The big Other here is the gaze of the art world, 
for which institution the exhibition is mounted: keeping in mind, of course, that in 
Lacanian doxa, there is no big Other, and, in Foucualtese, it does not matter if there is 
no one in the central tower of the panopticon. Indeed, the two visits I made to see the 
Forensic Architecture show at a local gallery were during the waning days of the 
pandemic, and thus under some of the social distancing conditions that meant 
myself and a colleague were the only persons in the gallery. Of course, such solitude 
is contingent, and not unknown for art galleries: but also ideal as exemplifying the 
logic of “assuming the gaze of the big Other.” There does not have to be anyone in 
the gallery for the big Other’s gaze to operate. Then, the Forensic Architecture 
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program itself, offering its investigation as material for a legal challenge mounted by 
Mark Duggan’s family, situates its own practice alongside that of the police’s own 
investigation and courtroom procedures. The end result, as Copjec notes of Freud’s 
dream, is that “[t]heir supposedly professional probings and pronouncements are 
simply ridiculous”.19F

20 Further, Copjec argues,  
 
As so many, including Foucault, have noted, laws are made to be broken, 
prohibitions to be transgressed, but through its very violability the law simply 
binds us closer to it. The law has an irrefutably positive force to which every 
transgression, which defines itself in terms of the law while dreaming itself 
beyond it, attests. It is wrong to assume, however, as so many, including 
Foucault, have, that the fundamentally negative character of the law is in this 
way refuted.  For the transgression of the law’s interdiction of specific, named 
acts in no way violates the law’s other, more basic interdiction–of the real. This 
interdiction, unlike the first type, is never named by the law but is inscribed in it 
nevertheless: in the law’s very inability to authorize itself.20F

21 
 
This is not to argue–or at least I am not arguing–that Forensic Architecture is not, 
either in this specific case, nor in the extremely productive range of its advocacy 
(over 75 projects are documented on its website), doing important work vis-à-vis 
social justice and human rights. But the logic of a goal enunciated by FA project 
coordinator Robert Trafford, “to get a judge wearing VR goggles” 21F

22 and the outcome 
of another artwork, “Triple Threat,” which succeeded in ousting Warren Kanders 
(whose Safariland company manufactures tear gas) off the Whitney art museum 
board22F

23 helps us to see the counter-implications of the courtroom and the art gallery. 
 
CAMP 
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Fig. 3 Al jaar qabla al daar (The neighbour before the house), 2009-2011 

https://studio.camp/works/aljaar/ 
 

Shaina Anand is a filmmaker and artist who has been working independently in film 
and video since 2001, and since 2007 as CAMP, a Mumbai-based studio for 
transdisciplinary media practices, which she co-founded with Ashok Sukumaran. In 
the work Al jaar qabla al daar (The neighbour before the house), 2009-2011, eight 
Palestinian families are given the ability to watch their Sheik Jarrah neighbourhood 
in East Jerusalem (sometimes including homes they have been evicted from, in a 
process called “slow transfer”) with a CCTV camera that CAMP has mounted on 
walls or roofs of houses. The resulting 60 minute video, a compilation of shots of East 
Jerusalem with voiceovers by Palestinians as they manipulate the CCTV’s joystick to 
zoom and move around the visual scene (included in the image is the zoom scale), 
is both matter-of-fact and joyous. On the one hand, as Florian Schneider has written, 
this  
 

… is a neighbourhood in a state of permanent crisis. Spatial proximity does not 
produce any sense of community, but does the opposite. What was private 
space becomes public; what was private life becomes political. Al Jaar Qabla 
Al Daar sets out to reverse engineer the neighbourhood as a machine for self-
monitoring and surveillance, one that normally turns contingency into 
consistency and the visible into the sensible.  Here the neighbourhood can 
only be encountered through a technological device that produces closeness 
and remoteness, which would otherwise remain entirely abstract. The 
constant zooming in and zooming out of the camera constitutes a rather 

https://studio.camp/works/aljaar/
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peculiar artificiality of the picture: operational by a factor X that multiplies the 
amount of detailed information at the price of context. This is a regime of 
visibility that promises to provide access to what would otherwise, and in the 
true sense of the word, be inaccessible, since one would not be allowed to go 
there, or know how to understand what is going on.23F

24  
 
Schneider also discusses the ambiguities of the neighbor,24F

25 which has a history of 
psychoanalytic inquiry (from Freud and Lacan to Žižek, Santner, and Reinhard), but 
suffice it to note that the constant movement of the image introduces a delirious 
enjoyment to the video. This “factor X,” as Schneider calls it, problematizes any quick 
or prompt reading of the historical context for the video. This is not say such 
historicization does not have value; rather, that such a context must itself be read 
carefully, in terms of its own conditions of possibility. Consider the legalistic account 
of property relations in East Jerusalem offered by Brenna Bhandar in Colonial lives of 
property: law, land, and racial regimes of ownership. First, Bhandar warns us that 
“the continual renewal of racial regimes of ownership is not an inevitability, as 
political imaginaries that exceed the confines of this juridical formation 
demonstrate.”25F

26 Noting a “rather sui generis form of unsettled title contribut[ing] to the 
relative lack of security of tenure that Palestinian residents and property owners of 
East Jerusalem have faced for decades” due to the sedimentation of Israeli, British, 
and Ottoman legal regimes, she argues that “Palestinian property rights are rendered 
insecure and inconclusive for the purposes of establishing property boundaries, 
inheritance, or duration.”26F

27 This very “unsettled title” then finds its formal manifestation 
in two aspects of Al Jaar Qabla Al Daar: first, that jarring, quick cut and zoom style 
(arguably an expression of the Palestinians’ joy of counter surveillance, if the 
voiceover is any guide) and second, the formal reconfigurement of documentary 
styles that is a deliberate intervention on the part of CAMP. 

The project’s methodology has been discussed by Shaina Anand as ensuing 
out of her frustration with the clichéd form of engaged documentary, in which 
filmmakers research a topic, turn up in the destitute village or township, and 
interview subjects, invariably turning on questions of abjection and trauma.27F

28 I am 
tempted to read Anand’s originary narrative alongside Žižek’s discussion of the Polish 
filmmaker Krzysztof Kieślowski’s “fright of real tears,” where he turned from 
documentary to fiction filmmaking for similar reasons, that is, feeling the intrusion on 
the subject’s raw emotions (politically overdetermined in Anand’s case, more 
personal-subjective in Kieślowski’s) to be too much.28F

29 In both cases, Anand’s and 
Kieślowski’s, one can also entertain the possibility that, à la Freud’s “father can’t you 
see I’m burning?” dream, the filmmakers stay with the dream qua fiction (Kieślowski) 
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or leftist collaboration (CAMP). That is, Anand seeks to intervene, as she puts it, into 
the triangulation of subject, author, and camera.29F

30 In this case, we listen in and watch 
the eight Palestinian families in Sheikh Jarrah control a  “PTZ” (pan/tilt/zoom) 
camera mounted on their former houses (“the house becomes a tripod of stone,” as 
Anand quips) and watch settlers and soldiers in their former neighborhood as they 
string up their wash, go into or exit a house, skateboard, go on patrol: that is, 
everyday life. Two aspects of the footage are key. First, we hear a continual 
discussion of the Palestinians as they comment on what they are seeing–or urge 
each other to zoom in and the like–but we do not see the Palestinians. Rather, we 
see the hectic movement of the camera, Schneider’s “factor X” that equally draws on 
popular forms (music videos, YouTube, TikTok) and the history of avant-garde 
cinema (Vertov, Godard, Sekula). That is, the dispossessed are–not filmmakers–but 
camera operators. This is not a disavowal of the artist’s role, which shifts here to 
editorial and directorial (or even curatorial, to use a lately abused signifier).  

It is also useful to contrast the Al jaar qabla al daar project and its 
historicization via Bhandar with another that engages with questions of the visual 
and colonial property regimes: Banksy’s so-called Walled Off hotel in Bethlehem. 
Marketed, Jamil Khader tells us, “as the hotel ‘with the worst view in the world’, since 
all the rooms in the hotel overlook the Israeli-built separation and annexation 
apartheid wall […] the hotel’s website ironically states, ‘graffiti-strewn concrete’ can be 
viewed ‘from almost every room’, adding that for the exhibitionist visitors, many of 
these rooms ‘are within the range of the army watchtower’.”30F

31 Khader reads such a 
building–and this reading can be extended to Al jaar qabla al daar–as an example of 
Žižek’s concept of “architectural parallax,” or the “attempt to combine two 
incompatible structuring principles within the same building, as if two principles are 
locked in a struggle for hegemony.”31F

32  
Such a reading may be heretical to some readers, who would surely demand 

that more nuance be paid to, say, differences in property regimes between a tourist 
hotel in Bethlehem and the specifics logics of East Jerusalem dispossession of 
Palestinians, or even the aesthetic projects of an ironic anti-visual culture versus a 
more properly emancipatory enlisting of the dispossessed via camera mobilizations. 
This may all be true, but here we must be wary, as indeed Foucault and Lacan were 
in different ways, of the claim of the visual. Robert D’Amico reminds us, for example, 
that in the different discussions of membrane tissues with which Foucault begins 
The Birth of the Clinic, “two incompatible reports of ‘what was seen’ are the results of 
deep epistemological shifts.” Foucault, D’Amico tells us, “makes a case for a link 
between the teleological histories of knowledge, in which observation triumphs over 
superstition, and a philosophical position that truth manifests itself to sight. The 
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history of medicine in which irrational myths are slowly replaced by empirical inquiry 
is sustained by the assumption of an ‘unconceptualized confrontation of a gaze’.”32F

33 
But contrast this assertion with a moment in Lacan’s discussion of the dream of 
Irma’s injection, a proto “I can’t breathe” scene:33F

34 “At the very moment Lacan asks us 
to confront the horrifying real that threatens to choke Irma and Freud, the moment 
Lacan points to the suffocation, the gasping for breath that evidences the presence 
of the real, Mme. X–we can give her a more descriptive name, Mme. Culturalist, or 
Mme. Historicist– interjects the following observation: ‘In the old days, three or four 
people were needed to pull on the laces of a corset.”34F

35 The logic of parallax is exactly 
that “horrifying real,” and is to be found in the Banksy hotel avec Al jaar qabla al daar, 
in the Palestinian camera operators and the gallery viewer, in the jarring visual codes 
of the video and the “unsettled title” Bhandar locates for us in East Jerusalem. 
 
Starling 
 
My zooming in on “unsettled” in Bhandar is not stochastic, rest assured. While 
Starling’s project seems to overlap with CAMP thematically – the concern with 
Jerusalem and the occupation of Palestine, it also shares with both projects 
(Forensic Architecture and CAMP)  a form of media analysis: the prints are all made 
with the same copper plate, with images overlaid like, Starling notes, a form of 
“occupation” or “timelapse photography,”35F

36 or, as Dan Adelman asserts in a catalogue 
essay, akin to Freud’s conception of the unconscious as resembling ancient Rome, 
with its layering of ruins and contemporary infrastructure. Then, Forensic Architecture 
offers as one of its entry points a pair of small video screens with joysticks with which 
one can manipulate the image’s framing–a farcical version, perhaps, of the real 
agency with which displaced Palestinians and Israeli Arabs, unseen, control the 
viewers’ glimpses of the tragedies of their lives. All three works were exhibited in 
Vancouver, Canada, in the winter of early 2022, and then offer a suggestion for how 
settler colonial politics play out in the site of their display: Starling’s most 
dramatically, perhaps: he notes that “[a]ll of the references made in this series can be 
detected easily enough, but they are not given directly to the viewer in order to leave 
the prints as open as possible to imaginative reflection”–this very postmodern 
gesture means that the viewer is as likely to decode “settler-colonial” as referring to 
Northwest Coast polity as to Palestine. This last misrecognition helps us to further lay 
stress on the “parallactic” dimensions already entertained with respect to the Walled 
Off Hotel and Al jaar qabla al daar, with Khader’s notion of parallax architecture.  

Here we can propose a number of antagonistic parallaxes, which is to say 
dialectics, moving backwards from a reading of Starling’s images as referring either 
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to British Mandate Palestine or Indigenous settlements in British Columbia. We then 
have the privileged viewing position in Al jaar qabla al daar never being entirely that 
of the Palestinian families watching/controlling the PTZ camera or the gallery viewer. 
Khader reads the Walled Off hotel (whose name recalls the Waldorf, of course, a 
famous hotel in New York City) as simultaneously an art installation in which the 
liberal “woke” tourist sleeps and an introduction to the brutal reality of apartheid and 
segregation via a bricked-off elevator shaft.36F

37 Žižek’s discourse on architectural 
parallax that draws for a canonical example on the two buildings in Hitchcock’s 
Psycho, the degraded commodity site of an American motel (already thematized in 
such classics of 1950s U.S. culture as Nabokov’s Lolita and its secret Ur-text, Patricia 
Highsmith’s The Price of Salt) and the gothic “haunted” house that towers over it 
from behind;37F

38 the duelling origins for Žižek’s concept of parallax, both cited–Kojin 
Karatani’s Transcritique: On Kant and Marx – and not, Fredric Jameson’s essay on 
the Alan Sekula film The Parallax View in The Geopolitical Aesthetic; the two 
instances of “assuming the gaze of the big Other” in Forensic Architecture: the 
courtroom as site for juridical intervention (viz., getting the judge to wear VR goggles) 
and the art institution as place of politicized aesthetic (or the other way around: 
aestheticized politics?); the yoking of late-stage postmodern architecture with Soviet-
era brutalism in my “return of postmodernism” essay; and of course the final (set of) 
parallactic gap(s) that underscores this essay proper, both between Foucault and 
Lacan, and between that parallax and postmodernism, the last haunting, perhaps, as 
both form and content.  

These shifting copulas–from the “or” to the “and”–I discuss below in the 
following section of this essay (also with respect to the “avec”). But to return to 
Starling’s project, my point here is not to privilege my misreading of Unsettled 
Histories as a critique of the historical accuracy or efficacy of the artworks 
themselves. Rather, the parallactic gap between the two possible places of settler-
colonial histories–British Columbia and Palestine–is both an instantiation of the brutal 
Real of colonialism (as Žižek remarks, “the Lacanian Real has no positive-substantial 
consistency, it is just the gap between the multitude of perspectives on it”38F

39) and a 
mark of the “gap which separates the one from itself”39F

40 constitutive of the series of 
prints that layer histories on the copper plate as printmaking process.  
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Fig. 4 from Unsettled Histories (40 drypoint prints on Hahnemüle Copperplate paper), 
2019-2021. www.danstarling.com/rembrandt  

 
Here I want to discuss two of the prints in the series that, upon my first viewing of the 
work, I mistakenly thought to be images of Coastal British Columbia. The first (#3 in 
the series of forty prints) shows people bathing in a river or lake in front of hills or 
mountains in the background; children are dancing or playing on the riverbank. A 
faint reverse shadow or outline of a trio of crosses haunts the image’s background as 
well. The second (#10) shows a stone or brick building, with classical ornaments 
(columns, pediments) around a narrow doorway; a rope hangs out of a second story 
window, with knots on the rope as if used for a prisoner’s escape. On the right is a 
palm tree or other tropical growth. The third print (#13) shows a classical building 
again, perhaps a courtyard, with some of the same architectural features as in #10, 
but with many images of handprints on the walls; one very large one, so as to be two 
stories in size if at the scale of the building, dominates the image. In a more surreal 
aspect of the work (surreal in its strict sense of recalling the imagery of de Chirico or 
Magritte), a horse stands in profile, covered in a white sheet, but with a gap or 
rectangular portal cut out into its body/the sheet.  

http://www.danstarling.com/rembrandt
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On my initial viewing of the works, thinking in part because of the exhibition’s 
title (“unsettle” is a master signifier of left discourse in Canada right now), I thought I 
was looking at images of my local region, and thought the first image depicted 
Indigenous children at play in front of British Columbia’s Coastal mountain range. 
The second print I saw as a comment on the Vancouver Art Gallery, which is housed 
in a former courthouse built a century ago, in a neoclassical style; in this essay’s 
contexts, although perhaps a little too “on the nose,” the work’s misrecognition (but 
also Vancouver’s aesthetic-colonial architecture) adds dimensions to the parallax at 
work in Forensic Architecture: the courtroom, we are reminded, always has a gallery 
(which is to say, the public), and the gallery is a site of aesthetic judgement that is all 
too often also a moral one. 

The third print I (maybe too quickly) saw as a reference to contemporary 
discourses and politics around the “Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and 
Girls,” hundreds or perhaps more than a thousand of whom have been killed in the 
past decades, and which is often signified with red hand prints on banners and 
visual signs. Again, as with the previous section of this essay, I want to push the 
parallax, and offer two historicizing gestures that trouble any notion of a clear or 
knowable historical context. First, as Bhandar has made clear, not only have “specific 
ideas of what constitutes use and improvement … in colonial contexts, [also] 
encapsulate an articulation of modern rationales for ownership and modern 
conceptualizations of racial value,” there exist in British and Israeli colonial practice 
similar attitudes around “improvement” that marginalize both Indigenous peoples in 
19th century British Columbia (who, “engaged in mobile and seasonal forms of 
cultivation and labor were rendered as inherently inferior and Arabs in Palestine”).40F

41  
This marginalization and its brutal effects can be seen in two parallel 

narratives: British actions in Palestine in the 1920s and ’30s and British retributory 
actions in 19th century colonial British Columbia.41F

42 Discussing the aftermath of the 
“Western Wall riots” of 1929, for instance, Caroline Elkins quotes a contemporary 
source describing an early form of waterboarding: “The victim was held down, flat on 
his back, while a thin-spouted coffee-pot poured a trickle of water up his nose, while 
his head was clamped immovably between cushions that left no marks of bruising. It 
is not pleasant to talk about and even unpleasanter to admit having witnessed.”42F

43 
Discussing the same period, Alex Winder argues that not only did the British “[refuse] 
to acknowledge that the violence of 1929 both drew on existing paradigms of ritual 
violence mapped onto religious boundaries and expressed the breakdown of these 
paradigms and their failure to maintain boundaries in the new social, political, and 
economic conditions of Palestine”, but that “experiences and expectations, based on 
lived daily life far removed from the realm of high politics, include notions of 
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community and its boundaries, and are major factors in how individuals on all sides 
interpreted the events.”43F

44 Retaliations under the guise of colonial control was a similar 
order of the day seventy years earlier on the West Coast of Canada, subventing my 
misrecognition of Starling’s prints. Typically, after violent incidents between 
Indigenous peoples and settlers, the British navy would land “marines and 
bluejackets [sailors]” to seize an Indigenous suspect, or send a gunboat to capture 
“the guilty party”, in both cases for execution by hanging.44F

45 The rough and ready 
colonial “justice” – a drumhead court-martial, a witness declares – contrasts only 
slightly with its concrete institutionalization qua architectural menace in Starling’s 
image #10. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975). 

 
As with the argument in the previous section on the parallax of video style, it is useful 
to return to Copjec’s “Mme. Historicist” and the question of the tightened corset as an 
avoidance of the trauma of the real. Consider the 1967 novel (by Joan Lindsay) and 
1975 film (dir. Peter Weir) Picnic at Hanging Rock. As Cindy Zeiher discusses in her 
blog post on the film,45F

46 a corset-tightening scene in the film presages a more 
troubling eroticism of the real. In Zeiher’s words, during the film’s opening scenes 
“the girls engage in a pantomime of soft-core lesbian erotism, exchanging Valentines 
cards and participating in corset tightening. However, Hanging Rock – the very place 
where the girls meet subjective destitution as their fate – proves to be what 
antagonises and critiques their reticence. In eroticising nature as that which allows 
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the colonial feminine to emerge, the film stages an opaque feminine hysteria whilst 
its dream-like motif not only triggers the traumatic event but provides for its 
inescapability.” This “subjective destitution” pertains not only to the film and novel’s 
schoolgirls but also to their social realm, including the novel’s readers and film’s 
viewers, who famously asked of the novelist the same question Zeiher argues is 
asked of the landscape: Che vuoi, or what do you want?  

 
Foucault avec Lacan 
 
The most recent critical consideration of these theoretical questions lies in the Lacan 
contra Foucault collection, edited by Nadia Bou Ali and Rohit Goel.46F

47 Questions that 
dominate the essays centre very explicitly on subjectivity, history, knowledge, and the 
political (more on which, with respect to arguments brought forward by Lorenzo 
Chiesa and Mladen Dolar , below);47F

48 what is less articulated is the question of the 
preposition “contra,” which, while connotative for readers of a certain generation of 
the right-wing counter-revolutionaries in 1980s Nicaragua (the “Contras”), more 
pertinently does two kinds of work.  

For the connotative moves of “contra” cannot be underestimated. There is a 
“political unconscious” surely at work in the locution, whereby Lacan is cast as the 
right-wing master out to castrate the revolution of Foucauldean theory (which has 
had much more uptake with feminism, trans politics, and affect theory). And given 
that in the American media imaginary, “contra” usually is paired with Iran, as in the 
“Iran/Contra” affair in the 1980s (see, for a recent retelling of that scandal, the 
podcast and television series Fiasco), the role of Iranian film in Lacan contra 
Foucault is auspicious.48F

49 In the collection’s introduction, Ali mentions Lacan’s visit to 
Beirut in 1974 (Beirut was the site of a 2015 conference that spawned the book) and 
Foucault’s trip to Iran in 1978.549F

50  
But the Foucault who is most radical, perhaps, the most Lacanian, is that 

which is most reviled or in doubt: the “Foucault or worse” who, in 1978-79, by way of 
exploring the “limit experience” of the subject, disasterosly praised the Iranian 
revolution, even as its early promise hardened into an anti-feminist, anti-secular, anti-
left project. Foucault’s criticism of Iran was it was too much a liberal democracy and 
points out, as Alberto Toscano points out in an excoriating review of Foucault and 
the Iranian Revolution, “that the supposed absence of a classical political 
programme driving the mass opposition was matched by the manifestation of a 
unified political will, ʻthe collective will of a peopleʼ. Strikingly, [Foucault] spoke of ʻan 
abstraction in political philosophy encountered for the first time in the fleshʼ.50F

51 More 
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germane to our discussion of Foucault is Toscano’s conclusion that there are two 
possibilities to be entertained with respect to Foucault’s Iran episode:  

 
One is that Foucault – without thereby abdicating his work on governmental 
regimes of truth – regarded Iran as a captivating exception to the European 
rationalities he was otherwise preoccupied with. The other is that he was 
attracted to the seemingly incompatible ideas of ‘political reasonʼ and the 
ʻspiritualization of politicsʼ to the extent that they both sundered the bond 
between subjectivity and ideology, allowing for an analytics and a politics of 
singularities and events.51F

52  
 
The logic of Foucault’s foray lies in the bumpersticker: If I’d known how much fun 
grandchildren were, I would have had them first. The pass from (or impasse of) 
“political reason” to “spiritualization of politics” is not one of parallax, then (or at least 
not in Toscano’s reading of Foucault), but the shift, à la McGowan on Lynch, from 
narrative of fantasy to narrative of desire.  

More generally, however, the negative stain of such an association is itself too 
overdetermined a reading. Consider Joan Copjec’s opening metaphors in her essay 
“The Sexual Compact”: “In the mid-1970s a global warming began to melt the icy 
resistance of feminists to psychoanalysis, thanks to the publication in England of 
Juliet Mitchell’s Psychoanalysis and Feminism; the upsurge in France of a group of 
‘New French Feminists’; and the work in the United States of Shoshana Felman, who 
made a persuasive argument for a feminist-friendly ‘French Freud’.”52F

53 Playing with 
tropes of climate change and clichés of women’s sexual frigidity, the logic of 
Copjec’s text is to cast psychoanalytic feminism (a tendency with which she is 
rightfully associated) as akin to one of the major ecological disasters of our current 
epoch.  

The preposition contra, then, privileges Lacan, or Lacanian theory, as against, 
or contra, Foucault or Foucauldean theory. It also brings to mind a keyword in 
Lacanian theory, “avec,” commonly used to evoke Lacan’s “Kant with Sade,” as in 
Žižek’s programmatic query: “is Sade–in the Lacanian reading–not the 
antiphilosopher to Kant, so that Lacan’s ‘avec’ means to read a philosopher through 
his antiphilosopher? And is Hegel’s true antiphilosopher not already the late 
Schelling? Or, a step even further, is Hegel’s uniqueness not that he is his own 
antiphilosopher?”53F

54 But this predilection for “avec” (thus we have conference sessions 
on Lacan avec Deleuze, or psychoanalysis avec postcolonialism), in the guise of 
offering a conjunction between two apparently antinomic systems of thought, often 
neglects the dialectics of the sans, that is to say, we must always think the avec 
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alongside the sans, that in fact a joining together of different theories is also an 
entertaining of their tearing each other apart.54F

55 This is to argue, then, that a way of 
reading the Ali/Goel collection would be to think of Lacan with Foucault, Lacan as a 
rebel against Foucault, Foucault as a rebel against Lacan, and then, finally, to think of 
each theorist or body of theory without the other – what is Lacan without Foucault, 
what is Foucault without Lacan?  

Too, as argued in the previous section’s discussion of the parallax logic at 
work in the art projects of Forensic Architecture, CAMP, and Dan Starling, contra and 
avec, alongside “and” and “or” denote a certain non-relation. Mladen Dolar’s 
argument in Lacan contra Foucault draws on a concept of the One and the split 
similar to that advanced by Žižek in his concept of the parallax: “One can coin the 
simple adage for psychoanalysis, ‘not One’, but ‘not One’ doesn’t entail either ‘the two’ 
or the multiple, it involves the question of a split that is not the split into the one and 
the multiple (which is Foucault’s ultimate alternative), a split one whose other side 
(beyond One) is rather something that does not simply exist as a positive entity, but 
insists in its impossibility.”55F

56 For Dolar’s reading of Foucault, power is neither a 
substance nor a subject; it does not form a totality or totalize the social, it rather 
makes it a non-whole, not-all. But here the concept of the Foucauldean subject butts 
heads against that of psychoanalysis. Dolar argues that “the Foucauldian subject 
cannot be accounted for either in its imaginary form, for it doesn’t emerge in the 
dialectics of recognition/miscognition, nor in its symbolic form, for it is in no way 
reducible to the function of a lack and negativity implied by the symbolic. Neither the 
ego nor the barred subject.”56F

57 But – and here connections are made specifically to 
political theories of the leader – Freud arrives when the dead father has died, when 
the symbolic/name of father, is also lacking. As with Copjec’s reading of Reagan or 
Bush Sr. (or Clinton, Bush Jr., Obama, Trump or Biden), we have here the 
Unvermögender: the lacking father. In some ways Dolar’s charge against Foucault is 
that at the level of method, of scholarship, he, too is this Unvermögender: “Foucault,” 
Dolar tells us, “engages with psychoanalysis on the level of doxa, of the received 
opinion, of the ways that psychoanalysis figures in the zeitgeist, never on the level of 
episteme and knowledge” (my emphasis).57F

58  
Let us not make Foucault’s error, but delve deeply into Dolar’s argument with 

respect to Freudian theories of the father, for it is a crucial advance in psychoanalytic 
thinking, developed in this lengthy passage:  

 
To take up just one point: Does psychoanalysis present the re-emergence of 
the authority of the father, thus extolling the alliance vs. sexuality? It is rather 
that Freud discerned the function of the father and its vicissitudes precisely at 
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the time when the traditional account has historically lost its sway, and 
envisaged its historical transformation. To be sure, Freud proposed his myth of 
the murder of the father, of the dead father acquiring more force as the living 
one, ruling as the Name of the Father, as the symbolic authority, authority of 
the symbolic. But one could say that with the advent of modernity–the French 
revolution marking a symbolic cut and presenting a shorthand for many 
different processes–it was the dead father himself who died. He lost his 
symbolic impact, his name stopped being the foundation of authority, it was 
revealed as an imposture. Fathers, both ‘real’ and symbolic, lost their power, 
which could then be retroactively seen as tainted with imposture from the 
outset. So these massive historic presuppositions made it possible for Freud to 
discern the father, not as a source of authority, natural, religious or symbolic, 
but in the contingency of his function. It was not that any father or ruler or god 
could no longer measure up to his function, but rather the symbolic function 
itself lost the power of measure. There are many ways and vocabularies to 
describe the ascent of modernity, and this could be one economical proposal: 
the dead father, the reference point of symbolic authority, has met his demise. 
However, the outburst of joy at this dwindling of authority would be premature, 
for what comes after the overthrow of kings and the decline of symbolic 
authority is not just the happy spread of triumphant democracy, but rather the 
rise of the underside of the symbolic father, and the psychoanalytic name for it 
is the superego, whose rule is more intractable, or far more difficult to cope 
with. Lacan had great knack for inventing slogans, and this is one of them: 
Père ou pire, ‘Father or worse.’ The patriarchal rule was bad enough, but what 
we are facing with its demise is even worse. In the structure of the superego, 
one can detect what Foucault has described as the traits of the norm vs. the 
law. Not any longer the prohibition of enjoyment, but precisely the injunction to 
enjoy–this is Lacan’s formula of the superego. Hence proliferation and 
enhancement, including the production of new discourses on sexuality and its 
truth–couldn’t these lines of reflection be considered as precisely analogous to 
what Foucault keeps describing? Freud is not quite the harbinger of the law of 
the father behind the sexual dispositive nor the harbinger of a newly liberated 
sexuality – his harsh criticism of restrictive morality never simply spilled into the 
praise for its liberation; it is rather that sexuality finally freed from its traditional 
bonds is another way of obfuscating what is at stake in psychoanalysis. So if 
Freud was sceptical, then it was precisely because of the new link of sexuality 
not with the law that prohibits and takes, but with the superegoic injunction.58F

59 
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The key phrase in Dolar’s passage might well be: it was the dead father himself who 
died, for the very symbolic function of the father, of paternity, lost its power, but now it 
was worse; and Dolar’s knack (to use his term for Lacan’s facility with phrase-
mongering) here is to align that post-paternal jouissance of the superego with 
Foucault’s notion of the “production of new discourses on sexuality and its truth.” But 
Dolar is sobersided, too, about what is at stake here: neither sexual freedom nor the 
Foucualdean proliferation of discourses (unless we think of discourse in Lacan’s 
meaning from Seminar XVII), but the terrible superegoic injunction to enjoy, an 
injunction that can never be satisfied.59F

60 
 
Conclusion: Foucault or Worse? 
 
In Panah Panahi’s 2021 film Hit the Road (Jaddeh Khaki) a family journeys across the 
Iranian outback, ferrying an adult son (who does the driving in their borrowed car) on 
a mysterious errand – to leave Iran? Avoid military service? One son drives, another, 
a five year old, is a bundle of energy, the father has his leg in a cast that the mother 
thinks is a sham. Like the films of Abbas Kiarostami or the filmmaker’s father, Jafar 
Panahi (who has been banned from making films in Iran yet somehow continues to, 
and, like his son setting them in a car, as with Taxi [2015] and 3 Faces [2018]), Hit the 
Road stages a confrontation or non-relation between its protagonists and a never-
sentimentalized, sometimes menacing, rural populace. That theme itself is as if 
brought to the surface when the younger son (Rayan Sarlak), as they roll up on (most 
likely) human traffickers, calls out cheerfully “Greetings, villagers!” This film I want to 
draw on by way of conclusion to this essay, not least because Joan Copjec’s 
contribution to Lacan contra Foucault is an essay that discusses Levinas more than 
the titular thinkers, and is devoted to the explication of Kiarostami’s Taste of Cherry.60F

61 
For Sarlak’s character is the film’s  “X factor”, that objet petit a with which a critic 
describes the formal jitters of CAMP’s Al jaar qabla al daar. As Foucault – to return to 
our opening discussion of his thoughts on plague culture – argued a problem with 
the shift to a society of inoculation had to do with circulation, Hit the Road turns to 
the typical Iranian-cinematic trope of the car as architectural monad. Scenes here 
where the family sings along with pre-revolutionary Iranian power ballads recall not 
only the amateur moments of TikTok, karaoke, and “dubsmash”, but also another 
CAMP project, From Gulf to Gulf to Gulf (2013), in which Arabian Sea sailors’ videos of 
their own cavorting along to Bollywood songs update the method of Al jaar qabla al 
daar (subjects as camera persons) to subjects as filmmakers. That these cultural 
objects stand as limit texts for postmodernism (which is to say, that cultural moment 
stands outside history) helps us to map out Foucault and Lacan via the scene, for 
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one final time, of the dream of Irma’s injection. That dream, I have been arguing, 
should be set next to Foucault’s timeline of leprosy/plague/inoculation (which is to 
say, historicism). Historicism should be unsettled–but so too psychoanalysis, which is 
too sure of itself in that very discarding (as too, however, is the figure of “unsettling”).  
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